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Three poems
Prakash Kona
The context to the poetry I write is the poem itself.
The “poetic” in my view is neither life as it is nor the language used to describe life. The poetry might
be personal but the poetic is not. It transcends the barriers imposed by both experience and language.
To believe as an act of faith that the poetic has a life of its own rooted in the lives of others is what
makes me write.

In a language not my own
I dream of belonging
to a language that
Neither conquered a place
nor enslaved
A human being.
Latin was not the language of St. Augustine,
Neither will English be mine;
the unspoken idiom
In any language is the
domain of the sacred,
Articulates death and beyond,
The Spanish spoken by common folk in the movies of Bunuel,
The language of pain when a person’s sense of self
is taken away from her;
The language of a world that existed before I was born
and follows my going away
With the calm of still waters;
I write in a language to encapsulate the thing
that can never be possessed;

I imagine a tribe that has no word for time,
where ageing and sickness do not exist,
They’re words mind imposes on body,
I dream of a time before time,
music in my head throbbing your name,
The violence in my blood where bodies flow
in the sweet agony of moments
That wrest the life out of my being;
That image is eternal which needs no words to stand upon,
music that does not dance on the feet of lyrics,
I’m condemned to use words and therefore I die,
I’m condemned never to discover the timeless music
That others know because they’re not trapped in a dream
whose laser-like brightness tears into my flesh:
I weep because tears are what my betrayed body knows best.

A stranger’s mind
A stranger’s mind is a cold, rational one:
The fire is in the soul
that has vowed to defeat sleep,
A metaphor to that state of mind
where you walk in and out of a trance
Through a current of despair and stasis;
A stranger builds cities
and composes music

For those stranger than itself;
She paints her face and rolls her eyes,
in anticipation of a performance
Where the audience is a dog of a voyeur;
Thorns are no stranger to the stranger
nor is the irony of mockers,
One look at a stranger’s feet and you know those cuts
familiar with the dark of vacant roads
Of streetwalkers and boys from the cinema,
It’s a mind filled with suspicion
anxious to the core
Ready to collapse in the arms of a fantasy;
blue is the stranger’s gaze
Combined with the soot of waiting rooms
in railway stations,
The haunting smell of a body
used to living in abstractions,
The dizziness natural to the brain on the move,
The shallow romanticism and made-up conversations
where words exist independent of thoughts,
Lost in sweet masochism of nights
that suck the marrow out of day’s bones
The stranger perfects the art of dying.

In the vast imagination of your infinite solitude
Your arms are the music in which I search for silence,
The rivers in my body move into the seas of your passion,
There is you and there is I but there is also a tender space in which
we swim against the tide that separates us in the form of moments.
I know the price of moments,
what I do not know is how you can save your innermost core,
and live through the night of painful solitude,
Haunted by the timelessness of the now.
I refuse completion. I refuse the coming of light.
I refuse to vacate the room in your arms where I’m more myself
than music and the night,
I refuse not being you,
I refuse to die.

